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Lo Ziro

The Farm Antonio and Mariella Falcini is at around 11 km from Città di Castello at an
altitude of 600 meters above sea level and it stretched on an area of around 54 hectares. It was developed on more levels joined between them by roads (lined with olive
trees, oak trees, lime trees, horse-chestnuts, etc...) and it offers incredible panoramas,
tradition, typicality, confidentiality, nature and tranquility.
The entrance of the farm opens on to a yard from where it is possible to access the
“Antico Panaro” hall, the “Vecchio Mulino” hall, the “Lo Ziro” hall, the “Sapori Dimenticati” kitchen and the rest room. Going up you can reach the suggestive square in the
apartment “Il Capriolo” and the magnificent panoramic terrace equipped with a small
kitchen with outdoor tables. On the top of the hill there are an elegant swimming pool
with a hydromassage corner and the children playground.
The whole structure is equipped for standard use conference services: wi-fi, internet,
pc, loudspeaker system, radiomicrophone, projector, lcd tvs, videorecorder, dvd player.
The halls have seating for up to 350 people. Wide parking areas are available.
The external spaces are equipped in such a way to be suitable for many types of
events.

Vecchio Mulino

IT IS POSSIBLE HIRE THE WHOLE FARMHOUSE (OR PART OF IT) FOR
CEREMONIES - CONFERENCES - DEMONSTRATIONS - MUSIC EVENTS PARTIES (Carnival and New Year's Eve) - SEMINARS –
COOKING CLASSES - ETC...

Request a quote without obligation, we will find a suitable solution at the best price.

Possibility to provide your own catering service.

Antico Panaro

